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Interfacing the Apple II for
the behavioral laboratory

WILLIAM M. JENKINS
University o/California, SanFrancisco, California 94143

An interface for the Apple II is presented that is suitable for behavioral research. The inter·
face contains 16 output lines capable of driving relays and 8 input lines. A description of the
software necesary for initialization and interaction with the interface is provided.

The Apple II microcomputer has proved to be readily
adaptable to laboratory research (e.g., Scandrett &
Gonnezano, 1980; Thompson, 1979). Although inter
face devices are commercially available for the Apple II,
they contain relatively few input or output lines and
function either strictly as output devices or strictly as
input devices. This paper describes an interface that is
inexpensive (about $150), can be programmed for the
required number of inputs and outputs, and is easy to
build and use.

INTERFACE HARDWARE

The interface is constructed on a 50-pin periph
eral connector board available from Vector, Inc.
(Model 4609), or from Apple. The Vector card is a good
choice because it has a second edge connector that
facilitates connection of a 40-conductor ribbon cable.
This simplifies connection of the input and output
lines to peripheral devices (i.e., relays, lick circuits,
switches, etc.). It is advisable to use sockets for all
integrated circuits so that if a device fails it can readily
be replaced. All connections are made using wire
wrapping techniques. The completed interface is inserted
into anyone of the eight available peripheral slots.

The heart of the interface is the INTEL 8255 pro
grammable peripheral interface. The 8255 has a control
register and three ports (A, B, and C) of 8 lines each,
for a total of 24 lines. The number of input or output
lines and the latching or nonlatching of these lines
(explained below) is controlled by sending a configura
tion word to the control register. The input and output
functions require different interface hardware. Thus,
although the 8255 is programmable, the number of
input and output lines is fixed when the interface is
constructed. The design presented here has 8 input lines
(port A) and 16 output lines (ports B and C). If an
interface with more input lines and fewer output lines
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is needed, it only requires duplication of the input hard
ware on one of the other 8255 ports and a different
control word.

Prior to use, the interface is told, via the appropriate
control word, which ports will be used for input and
output as well as whether the ports should latch the
data. In most behavioral experiments the output lines
are latching and the inputs are nonlatching. Operating in
this mode allows the user to tum on outputs with a
single brief command. The outputs remain on until
turned off with another brief command. This allows
for programming of timing loops, so that output pulses
of a specified duration can be generated. It also allows
the computer to do calculations or to monitor the
input lines instead of being devoted to maintaining
the output lines in an activated state.

Several potential problems arise in behavioral experi
ments if the input lines are operated in a latching mode.
Most of the problems result from the need to know the
temporal relationships between stimulus conditions (con
trolled by the output lines) and the subject's responses
(input lines). This problem is not easily overcome, since
the input lines cannot be cleared once they have been
read without altering the state of the other ports. Con
sequently, it is far easier first to set the stimulus condi
tions via the output lines and then to repeatedly look
at the input lines until a response occurs. The use of
this technique results in much simpler programs than
alternatives, without serious disadvantages.

The 8255 can be programmed to operate in one of
three modes. For use as an interface in behavioralexperi
ments, only Mode 0 will be described. Mode 0 operation
results in the outputs operating in a latched fashion and
the inputs in a nonlatched fashion. Latching refers to
the fact that when data are sent to one of the three
ports, they retain that state until new data are sent to
the port. With nonlatching, the port retains valid data
only as long as the data are sent. For example, when
output data are sent to a port, the appropriate output
lines are activated and remain so until altered by new
data. The data for the input port reflect only the current
status of the input lines. Thus, if one input line is
connected to a contact circuit, then the input port
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Figure 1. Hardware schematic for Apple II behavioral inter
face.

10 SLOT=5

20 BOARD=SLOT*16-16256

30 MCREG=BOARD+3:REM MODE CONTROL REGISTER

40 APORT=BOARD:REM PORT A

50 BPORT=BOARD+l:REM PORT B

60 CPORT=BOARD+2:REM PORT C

allocates 16 addresses to each of the eight peripheral
card slots. The interface uses four of these addresses to
access each of the three I/O ports and the control
register.

The following is a scheme by which communication
with the interface is Simplified and allows the interface
to be used in any available peripheral slot. The example
is compatible with either floating-point or integer
BASIC, but a similar scheme works with any language:
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data change on each contact circuit activation or deacti
vation.

Figure 1 shows that Port A is configured as an input
port. The 4.7-Kohrn resistors on these lines serve to
keep the lines pulled high, unless a line is grounded. The
diodes on the input lines protect the 8255 from inad
vertent connection of high positive voltage that could
result in damage.

Ports Band C are configured as output ports and are
connected to seven-line relay driver devices (Texas
Instruments, Model SN75468) capable of delivering
500 rnA on each line. The output lines are capable of
driving a wide variety of different voltage de relays. The
only restriction is that the relay draws no more than
500 rnA.

Communication between the Apple CPU and the
interface is accomplished by connecting the 8255's
data bus to the Apple's data bus. Only two Apple lower
address bits are needed to address the three I/O
ports and the control port. The Texas Instruments,
Model 74LS139 serves as both an inverter for the read
signal and a chip select device. By connecting the Apple
device select to the 74LS139 enable line, the address on
the 8255's address lines and the data lines become
valid only when a read or a write operation occurs at
one of the 8255's four port addresses.

Two additional connections must be made to com
plete the interface. First, the relay power supply ground
is connected to the Apple ground. Second, the relay
power supply positive terminal is connected only to
Pin 9 of the relay driver chips (Texas Instruments,
Model SN75468). Under no circumstance is the positive
line of the relay power supply connected to anything
other than Pin 9 of the relay driver chips. Failure to
observe this restriction can result in damage to both
the Apple's power supply and mother board logic.

INTERFACE SOFTWARE

The first requirement for interaction with the inter
face is the address of each of the ports. The Apple II

Line 10 sets the interface slot to 5; if it becomes neces
sary to move the interface to another slot, the user
needs only to change the slot number. Line 20 calculates
the beginning address for the interface slot and sets it
equal to BOARD. Line 30 sets MCREG equal to the
control register's address, Line 40 sets APORT equal to
Port A's address, Line 50 sets BPORT equal to Port B's
address, and Line 60 sets CPORT equal to Port C's
address.

The interface can be programmed for Port A as a
nonlatching input port and for Ports Band C as latch
ing output ports by writing a "mode control word"
(in this case, the number 144) to the control register's
address. In BASIC this is accomplished by a POKE
statement. For example:

70 POKE MCREG,144:REM A INPUT-NL,B AND C OUTPUT-L

For a detailed treatment of mode control words and the
8255 functions, see Goldsbrough (1979) and the data
sheet for the 8255.

After the initialization routine (statement Lines 10-70
in the above examples), it is possible to read any of the
input lines and to activate any of the outputs. Each
address contains 1 byte of data that is 8 bits wide. This
allows the data at a given address to code up to 256
unique events (0-255). Since each of the input and
output ports is 8 bits wide, they can also code up to
256 input states or generate 256 different patterns on
the output lines. In BASIC this is accomplished by
writing data into the two output ports (via a POKE
statement) and reading data on the input port (via a
PEEK statement). For example, POKE BPORT,l turns
on Relay Driver 1 in Port B, POKE BPORT,2 turns on
Line 2, POKE BPORT,3 turns on Lines 1 and 2, and
POKE BPORT,O turns off all Port B lines. By writing a
number from 0 to 255 in the two output port addresses,
it is possible to turn on any combination of the 16
relay drivers. In most experiments only one of the eight
output lines for a single port is activated at anyone



time. This is accomplished by writing a number to the
output port that is equivalent to a single data bit. The
bit equivalents are: line 1 = Data 1, line 2 = Data 2,
Line 3 = Data 4, Line 4 = Data 8, line 5 = Data 16,
line 6 = Data 32, line 7 = Data 64, Line 8 = Data 128.

In order to detect a subject's response, the response
should result in the appropriate input line being shorted
to ground. The input lines have "pull up" resistors on
each line and, thus, when none of the input lines are
connected to ground, the data in the input port are
equal to 255. The data in the input port change when
any of the input lines are connected to ground. For a
single input line, the bit equivalents are: line 1 =
Data 254, line 2 = Data 253, Line 3 = Data 251, Line 4
= Data 247, line 5 = Data 239, Line 6 = Data 223,
Line 7 = Data 191, Line 8 = Data 127. For example, if
Line 1 of the input port is grounded and the statement
RESP=PEEK (APORT) is executed, RESP is set to
254. If all the input lines are activated, RESP equals
zero. Thus, any combination of responses on the eight
input lines can be detected and the value of RESP
varies from 0 to 255. Since the input lines do not latch,
it is necessary to remain in a software loop until a
response is detected or some other condition is met
(e.g., 10 sec have elapsed). For example:

80 IF PEEK(APORT)=255 THEN 80

It is also possible to obtain accurate response latency
measures by the use of software timing loops (price,
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1979). When the response is detected, the loop is broken
and the program continues at Line 90. Line 90 and the
following lines then determine which line was activated
and whether any output lines should be activated.

COMMENT

An Apple II and the described interface has been
used daily over the past 16 months in experiments
employing all input and output lines. The computer
and the interface have not malfunctioned during this
period. The relatively low cost, high reliability, and
flexibility of this Apple II interface results in a system
that should meet the needs of many behavioral labora
tories.
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